
KEEPING IT FRESH  
- FLASH CARDS

Verbal Instructions
Foundation 
4 - 5

For early years children, the flashcards show the 123 mascots and other 
images related to germs and hand washing. This activity will encourage 
children to look closely at them when certain questions are asked about 
what they can see.

Example:
Teacher – Let’s take a look at a card.
                   What can you see here? A number 1 and lots of bubbles. 

What colour is Super Soap? – Orange.
What is it wearing? – A cape.
Why is Super Soap a good hero? – It takes away the germs.

KS1   5 – 7 KS1 and KS2 children will have flashcards with questions on them.

Example:
Teacher – I am going to pick a card/ (insert name) is going to pick a card for us.
                   The question is, what colour is Super Soap?
                   Find out and tell me your answer after lunch time.

After lunchtime – Can everyone write down your answer for me? 
                                 Who wants to tell me the answer?
                                 (Or) Shout out your answers.
                                
So the answer is… (insert answer).

Next week we will have a go at answering another one!    

KS2  8 - 11

Learning outcome
Reminder – Test children on their knowledge about hand washing using flashcards as a 
way to encourage children to look at the 123 Germ Free graphics again. Reminding them 
will ensure that they do not forget the hand washing steps, therefore prompting them to 
keep washing their hands.

Flashcards are tailored for each Key Stage, using more simplified flash cards for Early 
Years/Foundation.

Duration (5 Minutes) - Instructions
1. Select a card from the flash card pack or volunteer a child to pick one.
2. Read out the question yourself.
3. Allow the children to find out their answers during their break or lunch time and 

ask them to give them when they get back to class.
4. Allow them to either shout out their answers or tell them to write them down.
5. Reveal the answer.

A new question could be asked every week or every few days.

Resources: Flash Cards (Cut-out below), White board to write down answer (optional)

Perfect forKS1 + ks2
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what colour is...

Super Soap?
Water Warrior?
Dynamic Dryer?

A Germ?

What is the
name of the...

soap character?
water character?
dryer character?

bubbles does Super Soap have?

swords is Water Warrior holding?

bubbles are on the hand?

eyes does Dynamic Dryer have?

how many...1.

feet does Super Soap have?

burgers is the hand holding

seconds do we wash
our hands for?

how many...2.
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what number is...

Super Soap?

Dynamic Dryer?
Water Warrior?

Why do we need...

Super Soap?

Dynamic Dryer?
Water Warrior?

step 1 of hand washing?

step 2 of hand washing?

step 3 of hand washing?

what is...1.

Super Soap wearing?

Water Warrior holding?

Dynamic Dryer holding?

what is...2.
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